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Race 1
#1 Gracie G- She takes the giant drop in class tonight and draws an inside post, back class will shine tonight.
#4 Ideal Delight- Takes the stretch from a half mile oval to a bigger track, has a big late closing kick to offer.
#3 Southwind Vixen- Has not flashed her early speed in quite some time but she can secure her position if she does.

Race 2
#6 Talbot Chanel- She qualified well here on the 19th and she opened up like she had more to offer, sharp.
#2 Follow The Dream- Ripped off a last quarter of 27.4 here just a week ago and will be leaving the gate fast early.
#1 Gimmiesomeroom- Had an inside post two starts back and won with ease, same scenario coming into tonight.

Race 3
#5 Rocky Point- Has struggled over a smaller track but gets the stretch here, may be much faster then he looks on paper.
#4 Itsoneofthose- Closed fast in his 2nd start back at Yonkers and could be flying late in deep stretch.
#3 Auto Loader- Has only had 2 lifetime starts and was a good third last out, upside for this one.

Race 4
#3 Bazooka Terror- Has lots of back class to her name and she could be the price play of the night, likes to close.
#4 Lean On Who- Makes her first start out for the new barn and has hit the board in her last 5 starts out.
#7 Unusual Clarity- Has hit the board in 13 of 19 starts this year and has not been worse than 2nd in her last 5 starts.

Race 5
#8 Crazy For CJ- Has put on a show in his last few starts and is showing improvement, he is looking like he wants to win.
#4 Sevenaze- Flashed speed from the inside last out at Yonkers and if he takes the stretch to the big track well he can win this.
#7 Imbasa- Has won but it came in a very slow time, has never made miscue though and that helps in these baby races.

Race 6
#3 Berkery J- Was heavily favored last out at Buffalo and could not take the turns, much the best if he trots tonight.
#1 Barn Holden- Flashed a last quarter of 28.1 last out at Buffalo and draws the rail tonight, big advantage early.
#2 Take The Credit- Races under a well known trot trainer who is good with young horses, gotta use him for minors.

Race 7
#8 Moonlight Mile- Had lots of late trot to offer last out and just missed on the wire, may look to be on the lead tonight.
#3 Bropain- Went wire to wire last out at Buffalo and qualified solid at Saratoga multiple times before his first lifetime start.
#4 Conquest AS- Looks like he may not want to race on anything other than a big track, has been heavily bet in his first two starts.

Race 8
#7 Denton- Opened up with ease last out at Yonkers and seems to be improving nicely, finding his best form right now.
#5 All Rise- Was up to the task here last out and had no trouble being able to pass horses late as well.
#6 Ballcapsnbluejeans- Has chased faster as of late and that could play in his favor coming into tonight.

Race 9
#3 Bourbon Express- Has improved a lot in his last two starts and if he gets an easy lead tonight he will be tough late.
#6 Beerthirty K- Made a solid rally last out at Yonkers to get the job done and will benefit off a fast early pace.
#7 Book Seven- Is trained by Julie Miller who has done well here at Vernon over the years, won easy at Tioga 3 back.

Race 10
#4 Hope Hotspur- Made a giant move off the turn last out to get the job done, might look to go the lead here tonight.
#6 Tiger Boudoir- She looks for three in a row tonight and if she gets even with ya late she is tough to beat.
#7 Under The Bus- Has some back class to her name from last year but the only concern here is the outside post.